Development of an AdEasy-based system to produce first- and second-generation adenoviral vectors with tropism for CAR- or CD46-positive cells.
The AdEasy system has acquired preeminence amongst the various methods for producing first-generation, early region 1 (E1)-deleted human adenovirus (HAdV) vectors (AdVs) as a result of the fast and reproducible recovery of full-length AdV genomes via homologous recombination in Escherichia coli. From the classical AdEasy system, a new production platform was derived to assemble first- and second-generation [i.e. E1- plus early region 2A (E2A)-deleted] AdVs displaying on their surface HAdV serotype 5 (HAdV5) fibers (F5) or chimeric fibers (F5/50) comprising the tail of F5 and the fiber shaft and knob of HAdV serotype 50 (HAdV50). The CD46-interacting chimeric fibers allow for the high-level transduction of various human primary cell types of clinical interest with low or no surface expression of the Coxsackievirus and adenovirus receptor. A new set of pAdEasy plasmid 'backbones' with or without E2A and encoding F5 or F5/50 was constructed and recombined in E. coli strain BJ5183 with a 'shuttle' plasmid coding for β-galactosidase. The resulting clones yielded AdV preparations with similar high titers following their rescue and propagation in producer cells. The AdVs with F5/50 were superior to those carrying F5 with respect to transducing human skeletal myocytes and mesenchymal stem cells. In the present study, an AdEasy system tailored for the production of not only first-, but also second-generation AdVs equipped with the receptor-interacting fiber domains of the prototypic species C HAdV5 or of the species B member HAdV50 is presented. This system expands the range of applications for this robust and versatile AdV production platform.